Possessive Noun Review

Name __________________  Date _____________

Directions: Finish the sentences using the word(s) in parentheses.

1. (Santa) _____________ hat is red and furry.
2. (Marie) _____________ present was a lovely vase.
3. (husband) My _____________ face lit up when he saw his gift.
4. (Chris) Did _____________ car have to be towed away?
5. (dog) The _____________ tail was run over by the car.
6. (yesterday) _____________ bread is not as good as the batch they baked today.
7. (year) Next _____________ party will be even more fun!
8. (kids) The _____________ toys were all over the lawn.
9. (wives) Their _____________ coats were fur.
10. (Sandy) _____________ Christmas vacation will be expensive.
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